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You may either love them or hate them, ants are among the most successful creatures on our planet. 
They inhabit almost every region on earth and it is supposed that the overall mass of their bodies equals 
the recent biomass of humankind. Currently, in September 2010, there are 12606 known species of ants 
worldwide. That exceeds even the diversity of birds, and still every year new ants species are 
discovered. 
 
The key to the ants enormous success in evolution is their social lifestile. Unlike most other animals, 
they do not stand alone in their struggle for life but they live in cooperative societies called colonies. 
Reproduction is restricted to few if not one individual only, called the queen, whereas the bulk of 
individuals, called workers, engage in the various tasks necessary to raise the queen's eggs. Usually all 
the workers themselves are the queens offspring and thus sisters to each other. 
 
The famous ant researcher Wiliam Morton Wheeler even described the ant colony as a superorganism, 
a biological unit that grows, that feeds on resources and that reproduces by means of sending young 
queens into the world to found new colonies. The individual ants in that superorganism act like cells in 
our body: they communicate to cooperate in their common effort to foster colony growth and colony 
reproduction, even to the extend of self sacrifice for the good of the whole. 
 
A colony of the leaf-cutting ant Atta vollenweideri, that dwells on the plains of South America, is a 
superorganism of outstanding dimensions. Millions of workers carry leaves and grass fragments into 
their underground dwellings, where they grow their sole food source: a unique fungus species 
occurring only in the nest chambers of these ants. The nests are themselves impressive structures. They 
can be recognized easily as the several cubic meters of soil excavated in the deep build substantial 
mounds in the landscape that can grow about eight meters wide and up to one and a half meter high. In 
the periphery of such a mound, openings of a diameter equaling a human arm spit out thousands of ants 
that run along trails stretching out into the landscape. On top of the mound, nest openings are crowned 
by small turrets of clay. Following the tunnels into the deep, we will find thousands of  fungus 
chambers, egg shaped and each about 30 cm wide, densely packed in a depth level between one and 
two meters. This is the place where the vitally important fungus is grown, where the brood is risen and 
where the queen is staying all the rest of her life after founding the colony. Below the level of the 
fungus chambers, in deeper soil layers close to the ground water level, dozens of huge bottle-shaped 
cavities serve as dumps for all the dead bodies and emaciated plant material that accrues in the colony. 
These so called refuse chambers can be so large even a human being can fit in. 
 
 
How do ants communicate during nest construction? 
 
But how can it be that a structure so huge can be build by creatures so small? At a human building site, 
there usually is at least one person of authority coordinating all the activities. The coordinator has a 
blueprint, or at least an idea of what to build and he has an overview of current state. From an ant with 
it's brain smaller than a millimeter standing in total darkness within a structure of dimensions far 
exceeding it's perception, we can hardly expect any of this. We must expect therefore that ant nests are  
build without a central coordinator. But how do the working individuals then coordinate their common 



efforts? Coordination for sure requires some kind of information transfer among individuals, but to the 
present day, we know little about the communication signals ants use inside their underground nests. 
 
In the leaf-cutting ants, we discovered the habit produce sound during digging in soil. Everybody 
knows the mating call of cricket and grasshopper. These calls are sounds produced by rubbing 
specialized body parts against each other. Biologists call that behavior stridulation. Many ant species 
are able to produce sounds the same way, though due to their relatively small size, we are rarely able to 
hear it. The ants themselves cannot hear it, actually they are completely deaf. Still, there is another way 
of perceiving: stridulation sounds do not only travel through the air but also along the ground where 
they can be recognized very sensitive vibration detectors in the ant's legs and antennae. 
 
If a leaf-cutting ant is about to engage in excavation work, it sends vibration signals traveling along the 
ground and tunnel walls. It starts producing these signals seconds before starting to dig itself and 
continues to do so as long as it is busy. Other ants receiving the vibrational signals will join the noisy 
excavator in it's task and start digging at the same site. 
 
 
What can be the function of such a communication system? 
 
To build a broad tunnel, like we can find them in the nests of the leaf-cutting ant, not only requires the 
work force of several ants at the same time. It also requires all the individuals digging at the same point 
in the same direction. On a human building site a central authority would tell everybody where to work. 
In leaf-cutting ants, individuals will just orient themselves towards the vibrational signals of other 
workers to stay closely together while excavating soil. Thus, individuals can cooperatively build a 
structure without a coordinator telling them what to do.  
This example from nature shows us how it is possible to work on a task cooperatively without central 
control. 
 


